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Influence of the stator winding resistance on the field-weakening
operation of the DRFOC induction motor drive
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Wroclaw University of Technology, 19 Smoluchowskiego St., 50-372 Wroclaw, Poland
Abstract. In this paper, an analysis of the influence of the stator winding resistance on the field-weakening operation of the induction motor
drive based on the Direct Rotor Flux Oriented Control (DRFOC) is presented. Two scenarions of the optimal field-weakening algorithm
(with and without stator winding resistance taken into account) have been compared and verified through simulation and experiment, under
different operation conditions of the DRFOC drive system with 3 [kW] induction motor.
Key words: induction motor, optimal field-weakening, direct field oriented control.

List of symbols
imax
is , isx , isy

also including recently traction drives. Furthermore, in contrast to the DC motor, it can be used in dust and explosive
atmosphere since there are no problems when using IM in
industrial drives with high performance demands. Due to the
developed frequency control methods, IM drives recently have
substituted effectively the DC motor drives in industry.

–
–

maximum stator current magnitude
stator and x − y axis current components
isA , isB , isC
– stator phase current components
umax
– maximum stator voltage magnitude
us , usx , usy , udc
– stator, x − y axis components and DC
bus voltage
usα , usβ
– α − β axis components of stator voltage
me , mL
– electromagnetic and load torque
ωs , ωm , ωr
– stator, rotor and slip angular frequency
ψ, ψr
– main and rotor flux
rs , rr
– stator and rotor winding resistance
xs , xr
– stator and rotor winding self-reactance
xM
– main reactance
σ = 1 − x2M /xs xr – total leakage factor
SA , S B , S C
– state functions of transistor branch
(u, i, ψ)
– vector value
Subscript . . . N
– rated value
Subscript . . . b
– value at base speed
Subscript . . . c
– value of a critical speed
Subscript . . . lim
– limit values
Superscript. . . *
– reference values
opt
Superscript . . .
- optimal values
Superscript. . . ˆ
– estimated values
All variables and parameters, written in small letters, are in perunit system [p.u.]. Base values, necessary for the transition, can be
found in [1].

The IM control methods can be divided into scalar and
vector control [1, 2]. In the scalar control, which is based on
relations valid for steady states, only magnitude and frequency (angular speed) of voltage, current and flux linkage space
vectors are controlled. Thus, the control system does not act
on the positions of the space vectors during transients. On
contrary, in vector control, which is based on the relations
valid for dynamic states, not only magnitude and frequency
but also instantaneous positions of voltage, current and flux
space vectors are controlled. According to the above definition, vector control is a general control philosophy that can
be implemented in many different ways.
In the cases of closed loop controlled voltage-source inverter (VSI) fed IM drives, the vector method based on the
rotor flux oriented control (RFOC) with direct or indirect current control is the most used scheme. It can be regarded as a
matured technique for various applications [1–4]. However, in
many applications, electrical drives have to deliver a constant
torque (rated or maximum) at low speed only, and to decrease
the torque and operate at almost constant power at medium
and high speeds. In these cases, weakening of the motor flux
(field weakening – FW) is a suitable control method which results in an economic rating of the power converter and motor.

1. Introduction
An induction motor (IM) thanks to its well-known advantages,
such as simple construction, reliability, ruggedness and low
cost has found a very wide range of industrial applications
∗ e-mail:

The most frequently applied method of the FW control
adjusts the excitation level of the machine by feed-forward
control in inverse proportion to the mechanical speed of the
motor. However, the 1990s showed renewed interest in the optimal methods for the FW control of IMs [5–7]. For rotor-flux
orientation it was shown that the classical FW method of selecting the flux-producing current component proportional to
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the rotor speed inverse, yields too large current value, and a
maximum torque is not achieved [7, 8]. Various strategies for
improved FW operation were proposed [9–11]. As the control
of the IM flux is obtained indirectly by controlling the motor
current, the algorithm presented in [11] (a related scheme was
proposed in [10]) for achieving the maximum torque is rather
complex, requires tuning of several PI regulators (two PI regulators are used for current regulation, two PI regulators for
FW and another one for speed regulation).
In the 2000s, several improved techniques were proposed
[12, 13]. The foregoing schemes discussed two FW regions,
with base and critical speed set-point (ωsb , ωsc ), but the influence of the stator winding resistance on those set-points has
not been previously investigated.
In this paper there is presented the following issue: the
influence of the stator winding resistance on the speed setpoints, as well as the flux and torque current components
is analyzed, based on the optimal DRFOC scheme for IM
control in the whole speed range, including the FW region.
Increasing influence of rs due to the reduction of the DC link
voltage of the voltage-source inverter is especially taken into account. Such a behavior is typical for electric or hybrid
vehicles because their DC voltage is supplied by a battery
bank, so the DC link voltage will vary from 70% to 100% of
nominal voltage.

2. Speed control regions of the induction
motor
The operating speed range of the IM drive can be divided in
three sub-regions: constant torque region (ωs < ωsb ), constant
power region (ωsb ≤ ωs < ωsc ), and constant slip frequency
region (ωs ≥ ωsc ) [2], as it is shown in Fig. 1.

a)

b)

Fig. 2. Fig. 2. Wrong selection of the base speed set-point: a) too
small base speed, b) too great base speed

Thus, the proper setting of the base and critical speeds is
crucial in proper FW control of the IM drive. To solve this
task, current and voltage limits, as well as stator resistance
influence must be taken into account in control algorithms.

3. Current and voltage limits
The maximum torque of the IM is limited by the current and
voltage ratings of the power inverter and thermal current limit of the IM. Therefore, it is useful to analyse performance
of the machine under the current and voltage constraints in
the x − y synchronous reference frame [10], rotating with the
angular field frequency ωs = ωsψ .
The current constraint of the inverter can be expressed as
follows (all expressions written in the paper are in per unit
system [1]):
(1)
i2sx + i2sy ≤ i2max ,
q

where imax = max (|is |) = max
i2sx + i2sy .
This relationship limits the current magnitude to the circle
defined by imax .
The voltage constraint of the inverter is given as:
u2sx + u2sy ≤ u2max ,

(2)

where umax is set by the available voltage, which is a function of the pulse-width-modulation (PWM) strategy and the
available DC-bus voltage (udc).
q This equation indicates that the voltage magnitude |us | =

u2sx + u2sy cannot exceed the ellipse defined by umax and
ωs in (5). Nowadays, mainly the Space Vector Modulation
(SVM)√is used, thus umax is limited in the linear region to
udc = 3; however, overmodulation can provide 2udc /π [6].
The steady-state stator voltage equations of the IM are
given directly from the motor mathematical model [1]:
Fig. 1. Control characteristics of the induction motor in constant and
weakened flux regions

The base and critical speeds are very important set-points,
because they decide when the FW algorithm has to be applied
to obtain a proper control of the IM.
In Fig. 2 two wrong choices of the base speed are shown.
In Fig. 2a ωsb is too small, so the FW begins too early and
maximum torque is reduced; and on the contrary – by applying the FW too late (i.e. ωsb is too big), voltage limit is
utilizing and there is no enough voltage reserve to produce
required torque (see Fig. 2b).
816

usx = rs isx − ωs σxs isy ,

(3)

usy = rs isy + ωs xs isx .

(4)

The equation for the voltage limit ellipse (5) can be derived
by substituting (3), (4) into (2) and (1):

2 
2
rs isy
xs isx
rs isx
σxs isy
+
+
−
≤ 1 (5)
umax
umax /ωs
umax
umax /ωs
When the stator resistance is neglected, equation (5) becomes
a simple ellipse equation:

2 
2
xs isx
σxs isy
+
≤1
(6)
umax /ωs
umax /ωs
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In case of the rotor flux oriented control of the IM, rotor flux
and torque can be described as follows [10]:
ψ = ψr = ψrx = xM isx ,
me =

x2M

xM
ψr isy =
isx isy .
xr
xr

a)

and the operating point should be B in the Fig. 4, generating
torque me2 .

(7)
(8)

b)

Fig. 4. Constant torque region
Fig. 3. General form of current-limit circle (1) and voltage-limit ellipse (5) and (6) – (a); detailed of Fig. 3a with investigated data of
the induction machine and some constant torque curves (8) – (b)

Figure 3a shows a general form of the current limit circle
and voltage limit ellipses; the dashed line ellipses are constraints when the stator resistance is neglected, in contrast –
the bold line ellipses are the constraints when the stator resistance is included. The major effect of the stator resistance is to
rotate the ellipse counter clockwise. The centre of the voltage
limit ellipse is the origin, which implies that as the frequency increases or voltage decreases, the voltage constraint will
shrink toward the origin (see denominators in the equation (5)
and (6)).

4. Field-weakening algorithms and influence
of the stator resistance
The FW algorithm should provide the robust and stable current regulation in the whole speed range, including FW region,
by making sure that the IM is operated within the voltage and
the current maximum constraints. Under the assumption of
the slow enough variation of the rotor flux and the precise
vector control, the current maximizing the torque (8) of the
IM, can be derived from the constraints given by (1), (2) and
(5). The possible operating region is the inside area of the
current circle and voltage ellipse and the torque is depicted as
a reciprocal proportion curve in the current plane, as shown
in Fig. 3.
4.1. Constant torque region (ωs ≤ ωsb ). If the isx current
for the maximum torque, which is the current at the crossing point of the ellipse and the circle, is larger than its rated
value isxN , it should be set as the rated value to prevent the
magnetic saturation of the IM. That is the case of point B1
in Fig. 4, where the torque me1 may be obtained with isx1 ,
but larger than isxN and it would result to cause saturation
of the magnetic circuit of the IM. In this case, reference flux
current i∗sx should be set as isxN :
i∗sx = isxN = ψrN /xM
Bull. Pol. Ac.: Tech. 60(4) 2012

(9)

Also, the maximum available torque is dependent only on
the maximum value of the torque current component i∗sy lim ,
which is given by the current constraint (10):
q
q
i∗sy lim = i2max − i2sxN or i∗sy ≤ i2max − i2sxN (10)

and the maximum torque is always the same as me2 in this
region. Hence, the region is called the constant torque region.
In this region, the operating point should lie on the A-B line in
the Fig. 4 with generating maximum torque me2 (at point B).
Thus, the rotor flux reference value can be calculated as
follows:
∗
ψr∗ = ψrx
= xM i∗sx .
(11)
As the speed increases and the side of the ellipse decreases, the circle coincides with the nominal current, isxN . The
angular frequency, where the constant torque operation region ends is defined as the stator base frequency, ωsb . It can
be obtained from (5) as follows:
q
u2max (i2sxb +σ 2 i2syb )−rs2(i2sxb +σi2syb )−(1−σ)rs isxb isyb


ωsb=
,
i2sxb +σ 2 i2syb xs
(12a)
where
i
=
i
–
base
flux
current
component,
i
=
sxb
sxN
syb
p
i2max − i2sxb – torque current component at base speed.
Thus, equation (12a) can be written in the following form:
s
1
u2max − rs2
ωsb =
2
xs isxN (1 − σ 2 ) + σ 2 i2max
(12b)
p

1 − σ 2 rs isxN i2max − i2sxN
−
.
xs (i2sxN (1 − σ 2 ) + σ 2 i2max )
When neglecting the stator resistance, the base speed becomes:
umax
ωsb |rs =0 = p 2
.
(13)
xs isxN (1 − σ 2 ) + σ 2 i2max
Simultaneously, the mechanical base speed, ω mb , can be obtained from:
ωmb = ωsb − ωrN ,
(14)
where ωrN is the nominal angular slip frequency.
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4.2. Constant power region (ωsb < ωs ≤ ωsc ) – FW region I. In this operation region, when the machine delivers
the rated power, the torque production will be inversely proportional to the speed:
me =

1 ∼ 1
x2M
isx isy ∼
.
=
xr
ωm
ωs

(15)

This operation region starts from the base speed, ωsb , and
ends at a critical speed, ωsc , above which there is no more
crossing points between the ellipse (at ωs∗ ) and the constant
torque curve (at command torque value m∗e = mN ωsb /ωs∗ ) –
see Fig. 5.

In this region, the slip angular frequency is increased as
the speed increases. While the speed is further increased, the
slip reaches the maximum value due to the voltage limit and
then the FW region II begins. The angular slip value for maximum (break down) torque is given by the following expression
.[1, 2]:

p

rr ωs2 x2s + rs2


,
 ωr max = q
2
(σωs xr xs ) + rs2 x2r
(19)

rr


 ωr max |rs =0 =
.
σxr

A comparison of maximum slip angular frequencies in two
cases: with and without stator resistance included, is presented
in Fig. 6, as a function of the stator frequency. In this figure,
minimum DC voltage is assumed as 0.7udcN , therefore the
minimum critical speed takes the value ωsc min = 1.77 [p.u.]
and thus at this set-point the difference in ωr max is about
0.4% of ωsc min . At higher speeds this difference is reduced.

Fig. 5. Field-weakening region I

To obtain maximum torque in the FW region I, the operation point must lie on the B-C line, which is the intersection
between the current limit circle, and the voltage limit ellipses.
It can be seen in Fig. 5. When ωs = ωsc , the voltage limit
ellipse and the constant torque curve (at mec = mN ωsb /ωsc )
intersect each other at only one point (contact point C).
Thus, the command currents (i∗sx , i∗sy ) for maximizing the
motor torque can be obtained as (16) and (18) while equating
(1), (2) and (5):
p
i∗sxF W I = (A − B)/C,
(16)
where

u2max (σ + 1) − σ 2 i2max (σ + 1) x2s ωs2 +
A = xs ωs
+ (1 − 3σ) rs2 i2max
v
u


u σ 2 + 1 x2s ωs2 + 2rs2 u2max i2max −

B = 2rs t
,
2
− x2s ωs2 σ + rs2 i4max − u4max

!

,

Fig. 6. Maximum slip angular frequency with and without stator
resistance included

4.3. Constant slip region (ωs > ωsc ) – FW region II. As
the speed and angular slip frequency are further increased, the
stator operating frequency is also increased, and the voltage
limit ellipse is more reduced (see (5) and (6)), and its large
portion begins to be included in the circle shown in Fig. 7.
The onset of region II, ωsc , is the time when for the optimal current values (pointsin line C-D in the Fig. 7) for given
maximum torque only the voltage limits is the constraint to
be considered. Thus, the
√ torque is maximized if and only if
|usx | = |usy | = umax / 2 [14].



C = xs ωs (1 − σ) (σ + 1)2 x2s ωs2 + 4rs2 .

When neglecting the stator resistance, the reference flux
current (16) becomes:
p
u2max − ωs2 x2s σ 2 i2max
∗
√
isxF W I |rs =0 =
,
(17)
ωs xs 1 − σ 2
p
p
i∗syF W I lim = i2max − i∗2
or i∗syF W I ≤ i2max − i∗2
sx
sx .
(18)
Simultaneously, the rotor flux command can be obtained
from (11).
818

Fig. 7. Field-weakening region II
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Therefore, the optimal current components for the maximum torque can be obtained as (20), (21):

umax (ωs σxs − rs )

∗

,
 isxF W II = √
2 (rs2 + ωs2 σx2s )
u
 ∗

 isxF W II |rs =0 = √ max ,
2ωs xs


∗

 isyF W II

umax (ωs xs + rs )
= √
,
2 (rs2 + ωs2 σx2s )
umax
= √
lim
rs =0
2ωs σxs

(20)

lim



 i∗syF W II

(21)

and rotor flux command as (11).
The critical speed is the only one solution of multiequation (1), (2), (5) and (8) with me = mN ωsb /ωsc :

ωsc =

v
p
u 2
u umax + u4max + 8σKu2max + 4σK+
u
t
p
+σ 2 u2max + σ 2 u4max − 8Ku2max − 4σ 2 K
2σxs imax

,
(22)

where K = rs xs xr mN ωsb /x2M
ωsc |rs =0

p
umax 2 (σ 2 + 1)
=
.
2σxs imax

(23)

5. Influence of the stator resistance on speeds
and reference currents
Next, the detailed influence of the stator winding resistance
on allowable values of the reference stator current components is investigated. In Fig. 8 the differences of the flux
current component in the FW regions of investigated IM
(see for parameters in Sec. 6) in two cases of limit conditions are presented (region I – in the left hand side and region II – in the right hand side). In Fig. 8a – for umax =
1.0 [p.u.], and imax = 1.5 [p.u.], the corresponding speeds
ωsb = 0.963 [p.u.] and ωsc = 2.5 [p.u.]. Respectively – in
Fig. 8b – for umax = 0.7 [p.u.], and imax = 1.5 [p.u.],
the corresponding speeds ωsb = 0.69 [p.u.] and ωsc =
1.765 [p.u.].
Figure 8 shows, that in the FW region I, as the speed is
increased, a relative difference caused by rs inclusion (see
lines (d) in the left-hand sides of Fig. 8a) also increases. The
an opposite phenomenon is observed in the FW region II.
On the other hand, the relative difference is much bigger
when umax is reduced (i.e. ωsb , ωsc are reduced); this increase is close to 20% in the FW Region II (see line (d) in
Fig. 8b).
In Fig. 9 the speed set-points as functions of the limit
conditions umax and imax are presented, according to equations (12) and (22), depending on the stator resistance. It
can be seen that the FW region I is reduced in case without stator resistance (rs = 0) (i.e. ωsb |rs 6=0 < ωsb |rs =0 and
ωsc |rs 6=0 > ωsc |rs =0 ); especially the difference in the base
speed is significant.

Fig. 8. Influence of the stator resistance on reference values of the flux current components for imax = 1.5 [p.u.] and: (1) FW region I and
(2) FW region II with umax = 1.0 [p.u.], (3) FW region I and (4) FW region II with umax = 0.7 [p.u.]
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simulation and experiment. The classical flux reference lookup table is replaced by the optimal flux reference, calculated
according to the voltage and current limits, and the new block
diagram is presented in Fig. 10.
All simulation and experimental tests were realized for
the IM with following rated data: PN = 3.0 [kW], nN =
1400 [rpm], and following per-unit parameters of the equivalent circuit: rs = 0.0707, rr = 0.0637, xs = xr = 1.9761,
xM = 1.8780. In the tests, the all variables and set-points are
in per-unit system ([p.u.]).

Fig. 9. Influence of the stator resistance on base and critical speeds

6. Control system implementation
The analysed FW algorithm has been implemented in the DRFOC structure [1] with the Space Vector Pulse Width Modulation method for the Voltage Source Inverter [15] and tested in

6.1. Simulation results. In the following figures chosen simulation and experiment results for tests of the FW algorithms
with and without stator resistance effect are presented and
compared. All the tests with the same conditions of voltage
and current limit: udc = 0.6, umax = 0.35, imax = 1.5.
In Fig. 11 simulation results for the first FW region, for
two cases with and without stator resistance under the same
∗
conditions: mL = 0.215 and ωm
= 0.5 are demonstrated.

Fig. 10. Block diagram of the DRFOC with optimal FW strategy (a) and the optimal flux reference algorithm scheme (b) (with and without
rs included)

Fig. 11. Simulation results for the FW region I: (a, b, c) with rs and (d, e, f) without rs (umax = 0.35, imax = 1.5, mL = 0.215 and
∗
ωm
= 0.5)
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Fig. 12. Simulation results for the FW region II: (a, b, c) with rs and (d, e, f) without rs (umax = 0.35, imax = 1.5, mL = 0.085 and
∗
ωm
= 1.0)

In Fig. 12 simulation results for the second region of the
FW for two cases with and without stator resistance under
∗
follow conditions: mL = 0.085 and ωm
= 1.0 are presented.
Simulation results in Figs. 11 and 12 show that, in the
case of rs included in all equations, the flux current component (isx ) and rotor flux (ψr ) values are smaller than without
rs taken into account. Thus, with the same load torque, the
torque current component (isy ) in the case with rs should be
bigger than without rs case, according to (8).
In the FW region I, the voltage and current reserve is
enough, so the limit of the torque current component ilim
sy is
about imax (see Fig. 11c, f). In contrast, when motor operates
in the FW region II, the limit of the torque current component
is only warranted by the voltage constraint, therefore it will
be smaller than maximum current set-point (imax ) – see Fig.
12a, f.
6.2. Experiment results. The theoretical considerations were
confirmed experimentally. The laboratory set-up, presented in
Fig. 13 is composed of the 3 [kW] induction motor driven by
the static converter. The motor is coupled to a load machine by
a stiff shaft. The control and FW algorithms are implemented
with a digital signal processor using the dSPACE hardware
and software.
Similar to the simulation conditions, the voltage and current limits in the experimental tests are: udc = 0.6, umax =
0.35, imax = 1.5.
In Fig. 14, experiment results for the first region of the FW
for two cases, with and without stator resistance, under fol∗
lowing conditions are presented: mL = 0.215 and ωm
= 0.5.

Bull. Pol. Ac.: Tech. 60(4) 2012

Fig. 13. Schematic diagram of the laboratory test bench

In the first region of FW tests, the same results are obtained as in the simulation: in rs 6= 0 case, the flux current
component (or rotor flux) is smaller than for rs = 0 case,
on contrary to the torque current component (see Fig. 14
b, c, e, f). Therefore, slip speed in rs 6= 0 case is bigger,
so estimated synchronous speed (b
ωs ) is bigger than in rs = 0
case (see Fig. 14a, d).
In next Fig. 15 experimental results obtained for the high∗
er reference speed ωm
= 1.0 and load torque mL = 0.085
are shown. Similar to the simulation results, in a steady state
of the second FW region, the flux current components (isx )
of rs 6= 0 case is deeply reduced according to (20) and a generated torque current component is higher (iiy ≈ ilim
sy – see
Fig. 15c). Meanwhile, the torque current component in rs = 0
case is much lower than limit value. Therefore, the estimated
synchronous speed in the rs 6= 0 case is much bigger than in
the rs = 0 case (see Fig. 15a, d).
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Fig. 14. Experimental results for the FW region I: (a, b, c) with rs and (d, e, f) without rs (udc = 0.6, (umax = 0.35), imax = 1.5,
∗
mL = 0.215 and ωm
= 0.5)

Fig. 15. Experimental results for the FW region II: (a, b, c) with rs and (d, e, f) without rs (udc = 0.6, (umax = 0.35), imax = 1.5,
∗
mL = 0.085 and ωm
= 1.0)

7. Conclusions
In this paper, considering the voltage and the current limits
as well as the influence of the stator winding resistance on
the FW operation of the DRFOC induction motor drive is
analysed.
The optimal FW algorithm based on the machine mathematical model is discussed, as well as the importance of the
stator resistance effect on the controlled stator current components in the FW operation region, especially in a low limit
voltage case, is highlighted.
Simulation and experiment results for the DRFOC structure of the induction motor shows that the drive system is
stable in the FW region if the stator resistance is taken into
account, especially in the second FW range. When the stator
822

resistance is considered, the flux is more reduced, at the same
time the developed torque is also reduced.
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